Fly High 1 Unit 11 Face
Speaking: A Potato Head
1. Listen and point. Then say.

2. Look and say.

Nose, mouth, eyes, ears.
I’ve got a nose.
I’ve got a mouth.
I’ve got two eyes and two ears.
3. Listen and number.

Project
My English Portfolio: A Potato Head.
Make a model of a potato head.
Give the potato head a name.
Write a description of the potato head and take a photo of it.
Make a presentation of the potato head to your classmates.
Add your composition and the photo to your English portfolio.
Materials: a potato, play dough, toothpicks.

Model
Hello. I’m Bobo. I’m a potato head. I’ve got a nose, a mouth, two eyes and two ears.
I’m one. My favourite colour is red.
Vocabulary
English

Transcription

potato

[pə'teɪtəu]

Ukrainian
n ; (pl- oes) картопля;
картоплина; pl картопля

head

[hed]

голова

play dough

['plei dəu]

пластилін

toothpick

['tu:θpɪk]

зубочистка

Teacher’s Guide
Unit 11 Face Lesson 1
Objectives: to describe parts of the face
Vocabulary: eye, nose, ear, mouth
Language: I’ve got a nose. I’ve got a mouth.
I’ve got two eyes and two ears.
Materials: flashcards: eye, nose, ear, mouth;
word cards: eye, nose, ear, mouth;
four potatoes, play dough, toothpicks.

Potato Heads
Exercise 3. Listen and number.
Show the children a potato and ask, “What’s this?” (картопля)
“What’s the English for картопля?” (potato)
“What’s the English for голова?” (head)
“What’s the English for картопляна голова?” (a potato head)
“What’s the English for картопляні голови?” (potato heads)
Ask the children to look at the pictures in Exercise 3.
Teacher: Let’s count potato heads.
Pupils: 1 – 2 – 3 – 4
Hold up your book, point to the first potato head. Signal that you are speaking for the potato head by
using a funny voice and say:
I’ve got an ear, a nose, two eyes and a mouth.
Point to each part as you say the words. Ask children to repeat.
Ask the children to look at the other potato heads and count parts of the face.
Ask the children to try to point to the correct potato head as they listen to the descriptions you read.
Pause after each description to give them time. Elicit possible answers but don’t confirm.
Read the first description again and point to the example. Read the rest of the transcript, pausing to
give the children time to write the number in the box.
Ask individual children to report their answers. Encourage the rest of the class to agree or disagree.
Teacher: Look at the pictures in exercise 3.
Look at the potato head a. Let’s count parts of the face. Point. (Діти водять пальцем).
a: (use a funny voice) I’ve got an ear, a nose, two eyes and a mouth. Now you say.
Pupils: I’ve got an ear, a nose, two eyes and a mouth.
Teacher: Look at the potato head b. Let’s count parts of the face. Point.
b: I’ve got two ears, two eyes, a mouth and two noses.
Pupils: I’ve got two ears, two eyes, a mouth and two noses.
Teacher: Look at the potato head c. Let’s count parts of the face. Point.
c: I’ve got two eyes, a nose, a mouth and three ears.
Pupils: I’ve got two eyes, a nose, a mouth and three ears.
Teacher: Look at the potato head d. Let’s count parts of the face. Point.
d: I’ve got two eyes, a nose and three mouths.
Pupils: I’ve got two eyes, a nose and three mouths.

Teacher: Listen to the descriptions and point to the potato heads. (Teacher reads a transcript).
Now look at the example – the potato head b.
The answer in the box is 1.
Listen again and write the numbers in the boxes.
Let’s check up the answers.
Transcript
One. I’ve got two ears, two eyes, a mouth and two noses.
Two. I’ve got two eyes, a nose, a mouth and three ears.
Three. I’ve got an ear, a nose, two eyes and a mouth.
Four. I’ve got two eyes, a nose and three mouths.
Answers: a - 3; b - 1; c - 2; d - 4.

Project
My English Portfolio: A Potato Head
Взяти в руки картопляну іграшку-саморобку.
Teacher: (use a funny voice)
Hello. I’m Bobo. I’m a potato head. I’ve got two ears, two eyes, a mouth and a nose. Now you say.
Pupils: Hello. I’m Bobo. I’ve got two ears, two eyes, a mouth and a nose.

